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Welcome, your future is bright!
Congratulations, you've taken your first step towards immigration freedom. You've likely
come from a place of frustration with the long wait times to a green card, endless visa
transfers and renewals, and are keen to find a path out. I totally hear you - I was right there
in your shoes just a few years ago feeling exhausted and stifled, but still very determined.
And I'm here to tell you that with the right mindset, some serious perseverance, and this
guide to help you along the way, you can conquer this quest too!

Why I wrote this handbook
I was determined to give back to the immigration community and share my learnings,
experiences and lessons to hopefully inspire other deserving candidates to follow this
path. I began this journey by writing an article on Medium, and by offering "ask me
anything" style calls for a small fee and the response was overwhelming! Through the
process of speaking with over 300 individuals like me and demystifying the EB1A process, I
have put together key topics and strategies from the most commonly asked questions in
this handbook with the goal of helping individuals determine what this path entails. 

How you should use this handbook
Treat this handbook like your starting point. If you have limited knowledge or experience
about the EB1A path, this handbook will break it down for you step-by-step and walk
through everything that this path entails (from my perspective). If you've already done your
homework and think you have a solid profile already, you can use this handbook to further
refine your strategies based on my learnings and experiences to make a strong case.

Disclaimer
The information provided in this article does not, and is not intended to, constitute legal
advice; instead, all information, content, and materials in this article are for general
informational purposes only. This handbook does not and is not intended to provide any
legal or immigration benefit.



Why consider this path?
The dreaded priority dates
It's fair to assume that many of you who are reading this are born in India or China, which
means that your average wait time to a green card (assuming usual paths like the EB2 and
EB3) is ridiculously high and may never happen in this lifetime. While EB1 priority dates
have also been retrogressing as of when this handbook was written, there's still a much
higher likelihood of your priority date already being or becoming current in the immediate
future.

Other employment-based avenues
I often get asked about how the EB1B and EB1C green cards compare to the EB1A. While
the bar is definitely lower in comparison, they do have some "minimum requirement" to
apply, which in my opinion are harder to pursue from scratch. For example, the EB1B path
is reserved for researchers (with a PhD and active pursuit of research). It's rather difficult
for an established industry professional to pursue a PhD/research  track just for the sake of
immigration. The EB1C green card requires you to serve in the capacity of a people
manager outside of the U.S. for a minimum of two years to be eligible. A lot of stars need
to align for this to happen - like working in a company where the opportunity to do this
presents itself, uprooting your home and family to a different country, waiting the course
of time to be eligible, etc. With some hardwork, strategy and with some of the resources in
this handbook, you could likely work on a strong EB1A profile in a much shorter time than
it would take to be eligible for the EB1B and C.

Success stories
Examples speak for themselves. While not every industry professional is not guaranteed to
make a great EB1A case, there are many noteworthy examples of people who have been
able to achieve this simply by excelling at work and building professional assets outside of
work. So if they can do it, so can you.
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I've written more about my EB1A journey online (links below), but I was motivated to pursue the
EB1A path after experiencing an impending layoff right after I returned from my brief maternity
leave. I had lived in the U.S. for a decade at that point with no permanent residency in sight. I
was determined to remove the dependency my career had on my visa status, and began
seriously exploring the EB1A path. At the time of applying, I had 6 years of full-time experience,
a majority of which was in Product Management and I applied for the EB1A claiming national
expertise in Digital Healthcare Product Management and was awarded U.S. permanent
residency in 2021.

Over the past 6 months (as of when this handbook was written), I have provided informational
consultations for 100+ EB1A aspirants through my coaching journey in the past year and was
motivated to create this handbook to help answer many of the frequently asked questions and
themes that emerged during my conversations. While this handbook is by no means
exhaustive, I help breakdown the EB1A petition section by section, as well as have included
many resources on getting started on building a case.

If you'd like to talk further and get personalized coaching on your EB1A, please schedule a
discovery session here: bit.ly/anu-eb1a

Best Regards,

Anu Ramakrishnan
        medium.com/@allthingsanu
        linkedin.com/in/anupamaram
        allthingsanu.com/eb1a-consult

About the author
Allow me to introduce myself and briefly talk about
my EB1A journey. I'm a product management
professional in the health technology & digital
therapeutics industry with experience leading tech-
enabled healthcare products at startups and Fortune
100 enterprises alike. I've worked across various
healthcare product verticals including medical
devices, wearables, consumer apps and big Pharma.
I have an undergraduate degree in Bioengineering
from the University of Washington, and a Master's in
Engineering Management from Dartmouth College.
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01 | Introduction & Acclaim 
You will need to clearly state what you're claiming expertise in, with
clear definition of your function, industry or domain and your "acclaim"
or in other words, your claim to fame. 

02 | At least 3 criteria of demonstrated expertise 
In order to demonstrate you "meet the bar" for the expertise you
claim, you will need to prove, through elaborate evidence, that you
meet at least 3 out of 10 criteria determined by the USCIS for evidence
of the "extraordinary abilities" they're looking for. 

An EB1A petition typically comprises of the following key components. These are the
particular elements you will need to build upon and showcase to make a complete
case. When you work with a legal team, they will typically collect evidences from you
for each of these to build a petition (i.e. application) for you. Bear in mind that an
average EB1A petition runs anywhere from 200-500 pages!

Components of the EB1A
application

03 | Final Merits Determination
In addition to proving that you meet at least 3 out of the 10 criteria,
you also have to prove that you are indeed worthy of your claims in
totality. Within this section, you will need to provide an intent letter,
justify why your work benefits the US economy and show letters of
recommendations from other experts in the field, in addition to any of
your other merits not covered in the section above.

MVP

The key attributes that make your case.
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Your Functional Role

This would typically map to your functional job title (For
example, a "Product Manager" or "Data Engineer"). You can
add your job level or seniority if there's significant value to it,
although it is absolutely not required for you to have high
seniority to consider applying. For context, I had only 5 years
of total work experience when I applied for my EB1A.

Your domain /
industry

This typically maps to your domain (which could be a
technical domain or an industry domain, depending on your
collective career experiences). The key challenge though is
figuring out a domain that both adequately encompasses a
significant portion of your projects, but is also
interesting/unique/niche enough from a holistic EB1A
perspective.   

Acclaim (aka your
"claim to fame")

This is your "pitch" to USCIS on what you believe you're
extraordinary abilities are in, which is typically a combination
of the two attributes above. 

Finding your niche + positioning it cleverly.

01 I Introduction & Acclaim

This is perhaps the most strategic yet most important part of your EB1A application,
which also shapes the remaining components of your case. This chapter will walk
you through what, in my opinion, USCIS is looking for and how you can position your
profile to meet the bar.

At the very start of your petition, your legal team will typically call out the following to
explicitly state what your expertise is in. These will typically manifest in a cover letter
to your petition. In my opinion, you should consider this as equivalent to a "first
impression". If you can make this really interesting and unique to the reviewer, you
are already on a great start.

Overwhelmed? Confused? Read on as I break these down further with an
example
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Core Expertise

Is there a specific domain or product category you've worked on consecutively? For
example, "enterprise software" or "edge computing"?
Is there a specific project or role in your career where you strongly believe you and your
project had significant impact? If so, what role did you play and what business problem did
you solve?

Benefit to the US economy

Is your domain/industry one that currently has a direct, measurable impact on the US
economy? 
Is your domain path breaking and potentially something that can lower costs or create new
jobs in future? (For example: climate tech, health tech or AI as examples)

Novelty 

Can you validate that you're one of the small percentage of people in your domain/industry
with this expertise?
Simply put, do you think there would be many other EB1A applicants who might claim
expertise in the same area as you, or would you be breaking a new path? While there's no
publicly available information on the expertise and acclaim EB1A applicants have used
before, you could review client testimonials on popular EB1A legal websites and also search
through LinkedIn for EB1A recipients to get a sense of applicant backgrounds.

Crafting your "Acclaim" for the EB1A
In my opinion, the most challenging yet critical task is to craft your acclaim. You can
think of this as your elevator pitch - as if you're pitching your profile & expertise as a
startup and the immigration officer is the "investor".

How might you craft an acclaim that adequately summarizes your
expertise but is (ideally) something USCIS hasn't seen a lot of?

Primary considerations for your acclaim 
To help you arrive at your "acclaim", think through the following 3 attributes and
ensure that your acclaim adequately encompasses them all. If you don't believe
you already have a strong pitch that covers all of these, then this should hopefully
give you a sense of where the gaps are and what you need to spend more time
developing.
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Case Scenario
Let's review an example of a (fictitious) candidate profile below and determine how we
can converge on an "acclaim" that may adequately position her for the EB1A based on
her prior experiences and the considerations on tenure, benefit and novelty above.

Anita Sharma
Group Product Manager @ Lexington Labs, Inc
Previously at consumer-tech startups & Fortune 500 companies
with a focus on hardware/software & payment platforms 

Nationally acclaimed product manager in wearable-based digital payments
Nationally acclaimed product manager for consumer-led payment technology
Nationally acclaimed product manager in global peer-to-peer digital payments

*Source: https://paymentsleadershipcouncil.org/press/what-do-digital-payments-do-for-an-economy/

Key PM on the team that launched the first contact-less payment system on a
leading consumer wearable which garnered her company attention from top media
outlets in consumer tech
Grew product adoption by 20% with 3 leading retail distributors, growing product
revenue by 5x post launch
Currently working on a fin-tech platform product that enables peer-to-peer
payments across multiple countries

60% of US consumers prefer Digital payments 
U.S. Business could save collectively >100B in costs by switching to digital payments
Adoption of digital payments would add about one percentage point (~257 Billion) to
the annual GDPs of mature economies like the U.S 

Past Project Highlights 

Core Expertise
Product management, wearable technology, b2c payments, peer-to-peer (P2P)
payments

Benefit to US Economy*

Novelty
Anita's work in the intersection of payments + consumer wearables can be considered
novel, innovative and path-breaking given that it was a new product for her company that
made them pioneers in a space. Seems plausible to argue that she is one of the few
experts at the intersection of product + payments + consumer tech & wearables in the U.S.

Possible acclaim(s)
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Identify signal from noise

In my opinion, crafting your acclaim and positioning your profile adequately is 50% of
the heavy-lifting for a good EB1A application, so if you can be really tactful about this,
you'd be making the rest of your evidence development much more focused and
relevant. 

In addition to explicitly defining your function, industry and acclaim, your legal team
will also typically write a short introductory paragraph on your expertise to highlight
important achievements and milestones from your resume. When your petition is
prepared, make sure to thoroughly review the introduction section and ensure
you're aligned on what's written there about you. 

Some other notes and things to consider when defining your acclaim

Conclusion : Introduction & Acclaim

Don't feel pressured into considering all of your prior work experiences
when crafting your acclaim. You might want to deliberately even leave
some experiences and projects out if you feel it's going to be distracting
from your core expertise. For example, let's say Anita previously worked
as a software engineer prior to becoming a PM and worked on a
completely unrelated set of products and technologies as an engineer,
she'd benefit most from leaving out all of her software engineering
experiences from her EB1A application as it would just be a distraction
from her core expertise in product, and might frankly only confuse the
reviewer.

Business vs Tech
Another aspect to think through while crafting your acclaim is to decide
on whether you're pitching your expertise and profile as that of a
"business-oriented" professional or a "tech-oriented" professional. For
example, if you've predominantly been on the technical front in your
career as an engineer or scientist, you might consider positioning your
expertise in the specific technology or tool that you've worked on rather
than the industry. I also personally feel that unless you have a lot of
patents and publications to speak to your technical merit, you might best
benefit from positioning yourself as a business-oriented professional so
as to allow yourself more flexibility in categorical evidence development.
More on this in future chapters!
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Defining the "leading" and "critical" role  
+ busting some myths

Choosing the right projects

Selecting your authors

Letter Format & Suggested Content

2.1 I Leading or Critical Role
Based on my experience, this category often forms
the crux of your EB1A application particularly if
you're an industry professional who's considering
this path exclusively based on your current and
prior work experience. It's likely that you're
thinking of this path probably because you already
believe you play an important role in your
organization and team, and that you think that
should be worth something.

In this chapter, I'll walk you through the following to
help you understand how you can position your
work experiences to meet the requirements for this
role.
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How do I know if my role is
leading or critical?

The key attributes of a leading role

Function: Have you lead a team, project managed, directed or been
responsible for the performance of other people in your organization?

Impact: Through your leadership, has your team been able to deliver
significant, measurable impact to the company? Think revenue or customer
growth, new business opportunities, etc.

Popular Myths

Evidence: Do you have evidence to show for this? Think company
announcements for the project, press coverage, whitepapers, etc.

Title: Merely having a "Sr. Manager" or "Director" in your job title does not
automatically infer the role is leading if you don't have measurable impact or evidence
to show for.

Company  size: Contrary to popular belief, it's not imperative that your chosen roles
are from well-known large companies. You can absolutely pick meaningful projects
from roles at startups or mid-size companies provided you've played a leading and
impactful role.
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The key attributes of a critical role

Criticality: Do you believe you're a critical resource for the company? In other
words, are there skills/expertise/knowledge that you specifically bring to the
table that others may not?

Impact: Through your role and contributions, has your team been able to
deliver significant, measurable impact to the company? Think revenue or
customer growth, new business opportunities, etc.

Evidence: Do you have evidence to show for this? Think company
announcements for the project, press coverage, whitepapers, etc.

Popular Myths

Defining Function & Criticality

Merely having tenure in a company/industry/function does not automatically
infer criticality. For example, a candidate who has 10+ years of experience in a
FAANG company with limited impactful achievements and evidence to show
for it would compare poorly to say, a candidate with 4 years of experience at a
startup with proven impact to the product/company with strong
recommendation letters and press coverage to show for it.

Tenure vs. impact

How might you determine if your current or prior roles
meet the definition of functionality and criticality from an
EB1A perspective?

2 projects where you've played a role that is BOTH leading AND critical  

There are a few important considerations to make while picking projec that would work
well for your EB1A leading and critical roles, but before we get to that, let's first quickly
understand the minimum requirements to suffice this category. What USCIS is looking
for is evidence of at least:

2 projects where you've played a role that is leading &
2 projects where you've played a role that is critical

OR
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The projects can be from the same role you've held within a company, or from
multiple roles you've held across multiple jobs. For example, either of these would
be considered "acceptable" project types for an EB1A leading and critical role
determination. Of course, the more "diversity" you can show in your projects
across companies, the better it looks from an overall candidacy perspective, but
that's not a hard requirement.

Matt Chang
Data Scientist

Rhythm Labs, 2013 - Present

Project 1: Led a data science & engineering
team that developed a patented algorithm
for near-real time detection of SVT
arrhythmia in Abbott's leading heart
monitor.

Project 2: Developed and integrated a
symptom-checker service using PaLM which
drove patient symptom management app
engagement by 20% 

Alok Mishra
Head of Marketing 

SimpleTunes, 2020 - Present

Project 1: Scaled a tech-enabled music
production platform for kids driving 100M
in annual revenue

Game.ly, 2018 - 2020

Project 2: Awarded "Growth marketer of
the year" by Stevie Awards for driving
adoption of Game.ly's #1 action-adventure
game

The chosen project adequately reflects your expertise, can be considered as
beneficial to the US economy, and is somewhat novel.

Meets "acclaim" criteria

If you're relatively early-career, you may not have the luxury to be able to pick
and choose projects from your career as there may not be very many, but if you
do indeed have the ability to choose, you might want to find projects that check
at least some of these boxes.

The chosen project has sufficient external-facing validation for it's impact (such as
press coverage, patents, white-papers, etc.) or internal validation (such as business
metrics, performance reviews, etc.)

Demonstratable external or internal validation

You can identify at least one person (preferably a direct supervisor or skip-level)
who can attest to your role and accomplishments in a detailed letter of
recommendation.

Can determine a suitable author 

Choosing the right projects
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Selecting your authors

The role of the author
Since the majority of evidence generation
for the 'leading or critical role' category
comes down to showcasing letters of
recommendation, it's imperative to pick
authors that have closely observed your
work and also champion for your success.
Bear in mind that your authors don't
necessarily need to write the drafts (it's
probably better if you draft the letters
yourself as you know your work best), but
will definitely need to be able to review and
sign them. 

My recommended strategy with letters is to
do the following: 

Identify: First select who your authors are going to be. As previously
mentioned, it's best to pick a direct supervisor or skip-level to author your
letters as it's sensible to believe they would be best suited to discuss your
contributions. The higher the seniority of the author, the better. You also
want to ensure that your author is also in the same functional vertical as you
are (for example, if you're a ProdMgr, don't get a letter from the VP of
Engineering!) Ideally, you also want to ensure you have a decent rapport with
this person, especially if they are recommending your work from a previous
organization. You will need one author, per letter, per project/role.

Outreach & set expectations:  Before you proceed to draft the letters on the
author's behalf, reach out to the author by email or over a meeting to review
the purpose, the expectations for this letter and what you need from them (i.e.
review & signatures) and get their verbal agreement upfront. It is possible
that the authors may not fully understand what they are being asked to do for
you, especially if they are not familiar with the immigration process themselves.
Tip: Consider prefacing some of the expected content from the letters (see next
section) in your communication to help elaborate on what this letter entails.
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Draft your letter: Once you have the author's agreement, proceed to drafting
the letters (suggested content covered in the next section). It's highly
recommended to get a second pair of eyes on the letters - have your legal team
or get another EB1A awardee to review them to provide feedback and
suggested edits before you proceed to get them signed. It's harder to make
changes to the letters once you've already gotten them signed. 

Review & signatures:  Once your drafts are in a decent place and you have
alignment from your legal team, proceed to getting them reviewed and signed
off by your authors. You may get these signed in ink or digitally through a tool
like DocuSign. Bear in mind that during the review process, your authors may
request you to redact some information that maybe deemed confidential or
proprietary. In this case, negotiate with your author on alternative ways to
quantify your work. For example, if the author is not comfortable sharing a
dollar amount for revenue, you can request that they quantify impact to
revenue as a percent increase instead.

Plug: If you'd like to get your letter drafts reviewed for feedback, please
reach out to me by email!

Typically, your legal team will advice you on a suggested letter format and
template, but hopefully this section will help you fully understand how
comprehensive these letters can be and what it entails to help you get ahead.

Some quick requirements to review before we get into format:

Letter Format & Suggested
Content

These letters need to be very detailed. For context, each of my letters for the
leading & critical role spanned 6-8 pages (with 1.5 spacing)

While it's highly recommended to have the letters written on a company
letterhead, it is not mandatory to do so. There's typically significant red tape
around getting letters via a company letterhead, especially if you're working
with an external law firm on the EB1A, so it's not something worth sweating, in
my opinion.

You want to optimize for readability here (given the length and sheer volume
of text in these letters!). I recommend using clear section headers and at least
1.5 - 2 spacing with regard to format.
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[Date]

TO:  United States Citizenship & Immigration Services
RE: Leading & Critical Role Letter
For:  [Applicant Name] 
Position: [Title/Function]

Dear Sir or Madam,

I have been asked to write this letter to describe in detail [Applicant's Name] ’s
leading and critical role and how this role has impacted our company as a whole.

Introduction to the Author

My name is [Author Name], and I’m the Vice President of [Function] at [Company
Name]. I have served in this organization for the past 10 years, and within this role, I
oversee product, design, systems development and project management teams for
our core product, [product name]. Previously I served as Director of Product at
[Company X], leading strategy, discovery and execution for [product x], the largest
e-commerce subscription payments provider in the U.S. Prior to that, I held a
number of positions with increasing responsibility within Product Management at
[company Y], focusing on growing adoption and revenue for their core AI based
consumer-social platform.

I hold an MBA from the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania, and a
Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science & Engineering from Stanford University. My
career accomplishments and experiences in technology product development in 

 

Sample: Leading & Critical Role Letter

SAMPLE

This is a redacted (and greatly improvised) sample letter authored by an expert in the
consumer technology & payments industry for an EB1A applicant to validate that
they indeed played a leading a critical role in a distinguished organization. Note that
[placeholders] have been created as recommendations on where you could expect
to put information specific to your profile and case. 



technology product development in the consumer & enterprise technology industry
qualify me as an expert in this field, and can attest to the leading & critical role
performed by [Applicant's Name] at [Company Name].

About the Company and Its Industry Achievements/Recognition

[Company Name] is an American company based in [city, state] and develops
[describe what the company does, product & platform] for [describe target
customers]. The company was founded in 2005 and went public in January 2020 on
NYSE and trades under the symbol [XXXX]. With a [X]% market share, [Company
Name] is the largest [service provider within the product vertical] in the United
States. As of December 31, 2022, the platform was used by [X Million] vendors and
[Y Billion] consumers. 

As a leader in [industry vertical], [Company X] has also won several prestigious
awards such as [award 1], [award 2] and [award 3] for contributions to the field, and
is consistently recognized in the top 5 best places to work in the U.S.

Why the Position Should be Considered as a Leading Role

The company was undergoing major digital transformation in 2013, and there was an
immediate need to expand the product team to support several ongoing software
projects. We sought a driven individual with a difficult to find combination of
technical, product management and operational skills to participate in multiple roles
to ensure on-time delivery of our product portfolio. We also desired that the
individual hired for this role be a fast learner and contribute immediate value to our
growing team from the get go. 

 [Applicant's Name] was chosen for this role due to her deep expertise in
technology product management from some of the most reputed companies in the
consumer technology industry, as well as excellent recommendations from a mutual
connection based on her previous product management stint at [Company Z].
During her time at [Company Name], [Applicant's Name] led several significant
initiatives and played a critical role in supporting the development of new products,
features and analytic capabilities that positively benefited our company and team. 

SAMPLE



Depth

Is your article
detailed, and
demonstrate

depth of research
and knowledge on

a the topic?

Is the topic and the
contents of your article
original and novel - one

that you can't find
redundancies in?

Does your article
provide strong value

to the reader and
can capture their

interest?

Does your article
adequately

demonstrate your
expertise in your

field/acclaim?

Value Originality     ExpertiseD
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Building evidence for scholarly
articles
If you're starting to build evidence for this category, keep in mind that this is one
of those categories where the more effort you put in, the stronger your evidence
will be. In this section, I'll walk you through a few strategies on ideating and
content generation (if you're just getting started with writing) and resources to
explore to start publishing your articles in online media.

Identify media of interest

Ideating & Content Generation

If you're yet to start writing articles, I highly recommend first identifying which
media you want to publish in, and what their submission criteria are. That way,
you can make sure the articles you write are tailored to their expectations and
have a higher chance of being accepted. Moreover, it's great if you can show
diversity in media as well - your application will look much more competent if
you can show articles published in multiple different media sources in your field
as opposed to publishing all of them in a single source. In this section, I'll share
more on where you can find submission guidelines for some of the
abovementioned media in business & tech.

My recommendation is to first identify topic areas within your function or
industry that you're passionate and knowledgable about. Perhaps you've gone
through a challenging implementation of a new developer tool for your project
and have learnings, tips & tricks, OR over the course of your career, you've
gotten really good at managing project risk through a trusty framework that you
can share. Introspect and identify at least 3-5 topics of interest are and consider
the DOVE framework below to ensure the your content checks all of these boxes
before you consider submitting to media sources.
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Getting your articles published
The process for getting your articles published depends greatly on how high a
bar the online media has for accepting content from contributors and how
much work you're willing to put into it. Some sources like Medium, while having
a high viewership count, have a pretty low barrier to entry, while media like
Forbes and Harvard Business Review have a very high bar to entry - i.e. getting
your work featured in places with a high acceptance bar could reflect very
strongly on your application.

Let's review some of the popular sources we saw earlier in the tech-business
field and the process to getting your articles published in them.

Medium

Purchase an annual membership to start creating and publishing your
articles. All you need to start writing on Medium is a membership!

If you're just getting started on your writing journey, Medium is a
great source to get your feet wet. The barrier to entry is low, albeit
there are some ways in which you can strengthen your authorship
capital within medium.

Submission Process

Take your articles to the next level and get them featured on publications
within Medium. Some examples below:

Strengthening your evidence

UX Collective (uxdesign.cc): ~2 Million monthly estimations
Submission criteria: uxdesign.cc/publish/home

Towards Data Science (towardsdatascience.com): 
~14 Million monthly estimations
Submission criteria: towardsdatascience.com/questions-96667b06af5

Agile Insider (medium.com/agileinsider): 
Submission criteria: medium.com/agileinsider/write-and-submit-your-
story-to-agile-insider-9da0fcf89846

IT Next (itnext.io): ~2 Million monthly estimations
Submission criteria: itnext.io/write-for-itnext-4dea1fd3adf

You may also search within Medium to to find other publications in your field and
determine which ones accept submissions from external contributors.



Why use W2 and not an offer letter or paystubs to show earnings? 
This is because the USCIS wants proof that you have already earned the
remuneration for being an 'expert in your field', rather than inferring the possibility
of earning that amount in the future. You want to ideally use the W2 that is most
recent to the year of filing your petition. Furthermore, if you could also show that
you have been earning this amount for many years in the past, that can also help
strengthen your case. 
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Once you've identified a set of SOC codes, review the information on Wages and
Employment trends for each code. You will typically find this information at the
bottom of the page on O*Net. Enter your zipcode in the form provided and click
"Go". This will return the wage distribution for your SOC code.

Review data on Wages2

For example, imagine Matt Chang lives in Mountain View, California. For his zipcode
(say 94043), we see that the following wage distribution is provided. The website
provides a distribution of wages for your region, your state as well as the US. 

The dollar value to focus on is the top 10% wage. Your total
amount earned annually (i.e. 1st box in your W2 statement)
should well exceed this wage amount, in order to qualify for the
high salary category.

Image Source: O*Net
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While the EB1A is probably the one employment-based green card category that
accepts self-petitions, it's highly recommended to work with a reputed lawyer to
represent your case. While I personally believe that a lot of the EB1A adjudication
process is still a black-box, an experienced lawyer will have a trusted database of
templates, court-orders and legal strategies to help put the best case forward. 

Before we get into specific recommendations of EB1A lawyers in the U.S., let's first
set some expectations as far as the role of your legal team as well as some best
practices while approaching lawyers for your EB1A.
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Hiring Legal Firms: 
Strategies & Recommendations

How a legal team adds value

Legal teams with experience representing EB1A candidates, ideally in a similar
job function and field as yours, will typically assist you in putting together your
300+ page petition based on the complete evidence and artifacts you provide
them. Typically, legal firms do not assist in evidence creation, and that burden
will be entirely yours. However, once you have indeed worked on gathering
evidence for some of the 10 categories, the legal team will help assess case
and evidence strength and provide some preliminary gap assessment (never
too detailed!) in the initial stages, share templates for document creation
where applicable (like LORs, for example), and assemble your petition by
drafting the arguments. In a nutshell, once you have already done 80% of the
work, an experienced legal team will be effective in assembling your petition to
submit to USCIS.
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Below is a list of some of the popular EB1A attorneys that I have come across in my
search, including the one I worked with on my specific case. Wherever possible, I
have added notes to highlight the firm's specialities to help you in your discovery
process.

Attorney Recommendations

Chris Ingram (Breakthrough USA)
breakthroughusa.com

(Law firm that I enlisted on my own EB1A case. The firm is quite versatile and has
previously represented both tech and non-tech candidates, as evident from their client
testimonials)

Victoria Chen (North America Immigration Law Group)
wegreened.com

(Highly reputed in the EB1A space with >90% success rate. Offer a full refund on legal
fees if the case is denied. Their downside is that a vast majority of their clients have
research/science/PhD backgrounds and therefore are very unlikely to take on clients in
other types of functions)

Sameer Khedekar (Banyan Law)
banyan.law

(Law firm focused on tech & entrepreneurship. Sameer is a noteworthy thought leader
in the EB1A immigration space)

Shewta Khandelwal
khandelwalaw.com

Ellis Porter
highskilledimmigration.com

LandUS Law
landuslaw.com

Additional firms from various references

Tricia Wang
wangslaw.com

Becker & Lee 
blimmigration.com

American Visa Law Group
usavisalaw.com

Ellis Porter
highskilledimmigration.com

Silmi Law
silmilaw.com


